From: Montgomery, Edward <ed.montgomery@yourhealthcare.org>
Sent: 18 June 2018 12:54
To: Simon Hooper <simon@health-connected.com>
Subject: RE: RemindMecare - Ed
Likewise Simon,
Following the meeting last week we’ve spoken within YH about the potential to get some 4G
tablets out in Amy Woodgate (Dementia Care) and Wesley Lodge (Learning Disability) so will test
this to make sure there’s a good enough signal to access ReMe. This should happen in the few
weeks so should be able to confirm next steps in early July a few weeks before the apps are
released,
There is clearly significant interest in the product from teams across YH and the alignment
between the usage at Kingston Hospital and wider Kingston community is likely to prove
beneficial for the area as a whole. As mentioned YH have also been one of the pilot sites for the
eRedbook and as part of our NHS England South West London Child Health Information System
contract are also piloting an Asthma App, both of which are part of the Digital Health London
Accelerator programme and are factored into our service improvements.
As discussed in the session YH also run the IT services for all of the Kingston GP Practices, they are
100% EMIS practices so the pending integration with ReMe and EMIS should also be of use too,
specifically with the Practices that support Amy Woodgate. This should be possible soon after.
Once we’ve confirmed the network access it would also be useful to have another demo at
some point for the support services and wider care teams, then we can work out what needs to
happen to get it live. Look forward to catching up in a few weeks.
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